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Dear Families,  

Thank you for your patience and support on our day today and in the days to come.  

Today we sent home a bunch of materials with the students so they can stay engaged and think about school even while 

schools are closed.  

*Baggie of supplies-for art, crafts, projects, free play, and academic activities. No need to return.  

*Ziploc of books-for reading to family members and/or being read to. These books have lots of popcorn words we've 

already practiced. The goal is that the students can read and write the popcorn words by the end of the year. If books are 

not finished, they can also finish them at this time. A writing goal is that students are able to read their own writing. Mrs. 

Fisher would appreciate the LLI (non-student created) books back after break if possible.  

*5 library books-Mrs. Misurek allowed all children to check out extra books today regardless of books already at home.  

She is asking for all books to be returned when school reopens. These books are high interest as your student picked them 

out, but also ones someone could read to them.  

*Reading Rolls-An extra activity to work on academics that were already in progress at school. When a student completes 

an activity sheet 5 times, they add a new sheet on to their roll.  

*Our current unit right now is How To books. The children are encouraged to think of topics over the break that they 

could teach someone else. Goals are to write sounds they hear in words they do not know, to make sentences including 

COPS (capital letters, organized writing, punctuation, and spelling), and pictures and words that teach the topic on every 

page.  

*Math homework-the weekly homework was sent home in addition to extra activities.  

*Suggestions from MAPE / Title 1  

Lastly, now would be a good time to play board games that you have at your house, play outside, play with toys and even 

play the games that we sent home at conferences or earlier this year (Snakes and Ladders, Sight Word Bam!, games with a 

deck of cards).  

Send us pictures or notes on what you’re up to. We plan to continue contacting families and sending out additional 

information and/or suggestions in the coming days.  

Thank you and Stay Healthy!  

~KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS   khull@ecasd.us    wconlin@ecasd.us    cjohnson1@ecasd.us  
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